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From the US stock market’s bottom in March
2009 through December 2015, US broad market
equity indices returned more than 200%, far
surpassing the gains made in most alternative
strategies. As a result, many institutional
investors are finding themselves faced with the
question: Why invest in alternative assets if they
underperformed equities and cost significantly
more than traditional strategies?
To address this question, we expand on
previous practitioner research exploring the
role of alternatives in institutional portfolios by
reviewing hedge funds, private equity, and real
estate investment strategies. We analyze the role
of these alternatives from the beginning of 2000
to Q1 2015 representing two full market cycles.
Our key conclusions:
• Alternatives are far from homogenous;
characteristics vary widely by strategy.
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• Many alternative strategies have timevarying albeit significant embedded
exposure to cheaply accessible market betas.
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• Nevertheless, some strategies have
historically provided “true” alpha and
diversification benefits—including real
estate, global macro, and relative value
strategies.
• Investors should carefully evaluate
the market exposures and other key
characteristics associated with a range of
alternatives in order to craft an allocation
that serves their overall investment
objectives.
• Manager selection is critical, given the wide
performance dispersion observed across
many types of alternatives.
Unpacking the Performance of Alternatives
In the late 1980s, David Swensen, Yale’s Chief
Investment Officer, pioneered the “endowment
model.” Through strong manager selection
and reallocation from traditional assets to
alternatives, Swensen successfully generated
outsized returns, prompting others to follow

suit. Minimal disclosure requirements and specialized investment
mandates (that allow illiquid assets, leverage, short-selling,
derivatives, and esoteric assets) provided the alternative managers
a unique way to exploit market inefficiencies. Partially due to the
success of the endowment model, investors have until recently
perceived:
Private equities to offer attractive risk-adjusted returns
albeit with a high risk target and a long lock-up period.
Real estate to provide meaningful diversification to a
portfolio with the stipulation of possible cyclical returns.
Hedge fund strategies, such as event-driven and relative
value, to improve diversification and lower drawdown risk
while generating robust alpha.
Despite these perceived advantages, alternatives have come
under a fair amount of scrutiny in recent years. For instance,
large public pension systems like California Public Employees’
Retirement System and New York City Employees’ Retirement
System have recently been trimming their hedge fund exposure.1,2
Indeed, performance at the broad asset class level suggests
that alternatives have been underperforming equities since the
financial crisis (Exhibit 1).

for equities or for fixed income, and includes two of the most
dramatically negative equity cycles in history—periods when
investors would likely expect their alternative investments to
provide distinct diversification relative to equities and to protect
against downside risk. Of course, the choice of sample period
would not only impact the performance metrics but also our
derived results. For example, if we include 1995 to 1999 into our
sample (the tech boom), equities would have had greater overall
performance.
We conducted our analysis at the index level: hedge fund indices
were based on the HFRI indices, private equity indices were
based on indices from Cambridge Associates, and real estate
indices were based on the NCREIF’s ODCE and Townsend
Fund Returns. The HFRI indices are monthly reported, equallyweighted hedge fund performance indices net of all fees. The
Cambridge private equity and venture capital indices are based
on quarterly and yearly financial statements produced by the fund
managers for their limited partners and provided to Cambridge
by the fund managers themselves. The NCREIF ODCE index is
a capitalization-weighted, time-weighted index of investment
returns based on the results of 33 open-end commingled funds
pursuing a core investment strategy. The NCREIF Townsend Fund
Returns index reports internal rates of return and multiples of
invested capital by vintage or inception year for closed-end, valueadded and opportunistic funds. Further data on these indices can
be found in the Appendix.

In reality, not all alternatives are created equal. Taking style
differences into account, we disaggregate hedge funds into equity
hedge, event-driven, macro, and relative value; private equity into
leveraged buyouts and venture capital; and real estate into core,
value-add, and opportunistic.3 Large investors (those with more
than $1 billion in hedge funds) are estimated to have an average
of thirty hedge funds in their portfolio.4 This implies that such
investors hold a well diversified set of alternatives, and analysis at
the subcategory level can be particularly relevant.

We unsmoothed the data to account for infrequent pricing of the
underlying assets which we believe understates realized volatility.5
However, we note that some common biases such as self-reporting
and survivorship remained due to constraints inherent in the
data, possibly leading to somewhat more positive hedge fund and
private equity results than investors actually experienced.

Institutions have long invested in certain kinds of alternatives,
such as real estate. We conducted our analysis over the period
from January 2000 to March 2015, in order to capture the wave of
institutional interest and investment into hedge funds and other
alternatives, as investors sought new ways to diversify their risks
following the dramatic run up in equities that ended in 2000.
This period is relatively short when compared with the histories

To begin our analysis, we present some performance metrics
for the selected alternative strategies, as well as for traditional
assets (equity and fixed income), over the full sample period.
From this perspective, venture capital’s poor performance and
large volatility from the dot-com bust stands out. But most
of the other alternative categories, except for fund of funds,
outperformed equities over this period. Perhaps not surprisingly,
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some hedge fund subcategories (equity hedge and fund of funds)
underperformed fixed income, which enjoyed strong performance
over this sustained declining rate environment.
Additionally, with the exception of venture capital, alternatives
produced better risk-adjusted performance than equities over the
period studied. In particular, core and opportunistic real estate,
leveraged buyout private equity, and macro, event-driven, and
relative value hedge fund strategies appear to perform better on a
risk/return basis (Exhibit 2).
Since many institutional investors allocate to alternatives for
downside protection, standard deviations may underestimate
the risks associated with these subcategories. One of the selling
points of certain hedge fund strategies is that they offer lower
risk and downside protection as well. Indeed, macro and relative
value had the lowest risk and drawdowns amongst alternatives
over the period, and were second only to fixed income (Exhibit 3).
Not surprisingly, private equity and real estate strategies had high
volatility and much larger drawdowns.
Diversification Potential Varies
Beyond the performance metrics that alternatives are expected
to generate, another key reason for the inclusion of alternatives
in a portfolio is their power of diversification. Theoretically,
9
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alternatives should generate returns that are uncorrelated with
traditional asset classes due to their unique drivers of returns.
As a starting point, a straightforward correlation of different
alternative strategies versus traditional asset classes shows that
many alternative strategies, on average, have significant exposures
to market betas—as evidenced by the high correlations to equities
for funds of funds, equity hedge and event-driven hedge funds,
and leveraged buyout private equity. In contrast, real estate and
macro hedge fund strategies offer better diversification against
equities with correlations less than 0.50 (Exhibit 4). Relative
value hedge funds and venture capital show some diversification
advantages as well. With the exception of macro hedge funds,
almost all of these strategies had negative correlations to
fixed income. This is not surprising, given the overall positive
correlations observed between alternatives and equities, and the
strongly negative correlation between the US Aggregate and the
S&P 500 (-0.36) over this same period.
Focusing in on hedge funds alone, an analysis of rolling
correlations to the S&P 500 reveals that while there is variation
through time, equity hedge and event-driven strategies
demonstrate consistently elevated correlations to equity, while
macro appears to provide distinct potential for diversification
(Exhibit 5). Additionally, macro hedge funds exhibited low

correlation to equities during periods of stress such as during the
height of the financial crisis.

paying the high fees that many alternatives managers charge if
they can replicate the strategy through market factors.

Alternative Strategies: Beta or Alpha?

Our analysis leads to some key insights (Exhibit 6). Over the
historical time period analyzed, returns of fund of funds, equity
hedge, and event-driven hedge funds can to a large extent be
explained by market beta factors, based on relatively high and
significant R-squared values. Macro hedge fund strategies, on the
other hand, appeared to be less driven by market factors. Market
factors appeared to have very low explanatory power for real
estate returns—two of the three types of real estate had the lowest
R-squared measures in the analysis. Private equity, as a whole, did
not demonstrate particularly high R-squared values.

Full Period
While correlations do a decent job in gauging asset diversification,
we believe that it is helpful to understand the actual factors
driving these alternative subcategories. Therefore, we use a factor
approach to build a consistent set of risk characteristics for
conventional and alternative asset classes. Extending the original
approach by Fung & Hsieh, we implemented a ten factor model
that attributes alternatives performance to alpha and exposures
to investable market factors.8 Included are both the traditional
market factors (equity, bond, size, credit, and emerging markets)
and trend-following factors (bond trend, currency trend and
commodity trend) cited in that original piece, as well as REITs
and mortgage factors to reflect the extension of this analysis to
cover additional assets, such as aggregate bonds and real estate.
In principle, the less one can replicate returns through factor
exposures (suggested by low R-squared), the more the alternative
subcategory delivers on its promise. Investors should be wary of

In addition, we analyzed the implied historical alpha (intercept)
based on the factor model employed, for each asset class. Core
real estate, value-add real estate, and opportunistic real estate,
as well as leveraged buyout private equity, had the highest alpha
among the strategies studied.9 We believe that, for direct real
estate, a combination of outperformance from active management
and consistently high current income drove the large model alpha.
On the other hand, for leveraged buyout private equity, which
does not typically have a significant current income, alpha is more
likely driven by outperformance from active management and
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management of distributions. We also observed significant alpha
for event-driven, macro, and relative value hedge fund strategies.
We did not, however, find significant alpha associated with funds
of funds or equity hedge funds, nor with venture capital.
Not surprisingly, private equity demonstrated fairly high and
positive factor exposures to the equity market (albeit with
moderate R-squared levels). The significant factors associated with
real estate included REITs (positive) as well as primarily negative
exposure to bonds, mortgages, and size.
While macro hedge fund strategies had a positive exposure
to the bond market factor, other hedge fund strategies (equity
hedge,event-driven and relative value) had lower, or even
negative, exposure to the bond market, but with greater exposure
to the credit factor. For example, relative value strategies had
about three times the credit spread exposure of fixed income
itself.
The equity-oriented hedge fund strategies (fund of funds, equity
hedge, and event-driven) carried significant equity, size (small
cap), and emerging markets factor exposures, which may explain
11
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the drawdowns these categories experienced during the financial
crisis. In contrast, the macro and relative value hedge fund
strategies provided much lower betas to these factors, and macro
additionally provided significant positive systematic exposure
to the nonlinear payoffs associated with the currency trendfollowing factor, which almost none of the other hedge fund
categories provided.
Pre- and Post-Crisis
While we based the above analysis over two complete market
cycles, we recognize that a prolonged recovery from the global
financial crisis may imply a regime change; thus, we also analyzed
factor sensitivity of hedge funds before and after the crisis
period(Exhibit 7). Since the segmented analysis periods were
relatively short, we conducted the factor analysis on a monthly
basis and centered our analyses on the hedge fund subcategories,
as private equity and real estate data are generally reported on a
quarterly basis.
We find that hedge funds’ association with the equity market
factor was relatively similar across the pre- and post-crisis

regression, suggesting a systematic exposure. But in most cases,
there was a positive shift in exposure post-crisis, suggesting
positioning meant to capitalize on an equity recovery. For
example, the macro hedge fund strategy’s equity market factor
beta exposure increased from 0.17 to 0.31.
Additionally, while most of the hedge fund strategies (fund of
funds, equity hedge, event-driven, and macro) had positive and
significant exposure to size (small cap) pre-crisis, the size factor
fell away for three of the four (fund of funds, event-driven, and
macro) in the post-crisis period. This shift suggests that some
hedge funds may have divested from the small cap premium—
taking advantage of small cap equities’ lagging performance
post-crisis.
While macro maintained its bond market exposure both preand post-crisis, there were some significant bond exposures (in
fund of funds and equity hedge) and even mortgage exposures
(in equity hedge) pre-crisis that dissipated post-crisis. Credit
subsequently emerged as a more significant factor for several of
these strategies post-crisis (fund of funds, equity hedge, eventdriven, and relative value).
We also note a change observed in the commodity trend factor
exposure. In the pre-crisis period, fund of funds, equity hedge,

and macro had significant and positive commodity trend factor
exposures, which subsided post-crisis, possibly reflecting the end
of the commodity super cycle.
Finally, while several of these hedge fund strategies continued to
carry low R-squared values in the pre- and post-crisis analysis,
none of the hedge fund strategies demonstrated statistically
significant, positive alpha in the post-crisis period, raising
questions as to the sustainability of alpha going forward.
Rolling Periods
Given the tumultuous markets since 2000, investors might expect
many hedge funds to have exhibited more frequent, active shifts
in their specific exposures. While the full period and pre/ post
crisis period results are meant to provide investors with a grasp of
these strategies’ overall characteristics, we also consider whether
these characteristics might shift more continuously over time.
Thus, we also analyzed hedge funds’ factor exposures on a rolling
three-year basis (Exhibit 8).
We find the rolling equity market factor results to be generally
consistent with the full period results, with equity hedge showing
the strongest exposure to the equity factor over time, followed by
event-driven. Relative value demonstrated relatively stable, low
12
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positive exposure to the equity market. Macro exhibited the most
dramatic shifts, with both positive and negative exposures over
time—yet never reached the levels associated with equity hedge
or event-driven. These results were also consistent with the 3-year
rolling correlations presented earlier
Most—but not all—of the hedge fund strategies were highly
explainable by the given factor exposures—with generally high,
stable R-squared values—even rolling through time. Equity hedge
demonstrated the strongest, and most consistent, R-squared over
time. The notable exception was macro, which was by far the most
variable. At times, the strategy appeared to be relatively easy to
characterize by this approach (note the high R-squared values
over 2005-2007), but at most other times was much less so.
The rolling alpha analysis suggests that many of the hedge
fund strategies generated stronger alphas in the earlier, as
opposed to later, years. Equity hedge funds and funds of funds,
in particular, appeared to fall into, and remained in, mostly
negative alpha territory beginning in 2005. Overall, funds of
funds appeared to provide very little alpha over time. In contrast,
macro demonstrated very strong countercyclical surges in alpha
following both equity market downturns, shifting to a period of
negative alpha only over the most recent period. Relative value
and event-driven appeared to provide more moderate, and
frequently positive, alpha over time.
A given strategy’s propensity to demonstrate stable factor
weightings and/or R-squared values over time may bring some
benefits, but also may raise some concerns. On the positive side,
more stable results, which can provide a solid understanding of
a strategy’s characteristics, make it easier to model in the context
of one’s overall portfolio. However, a high level of explainability
(high R-squared), with relatively stable factor weightings and low
(if stable) alpha levels, can indicate that a given strategy might
not bring much to the overall portfolio—and could be relatively
straightforward to access in the public markets (with lower fees).
Based on our analysis, it appears that both equity hedge funds
and fund of funds strategies run this risk of “mediocrity.” On
the other hand, incorporating some of the more variable, and
volatile, strategies would certainly require a thoughtful approach
to portfolio diversification.
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Portfolio Level Dynamics
It is clear that the alternatives choices available to investors
come with a range of potential factor-related characteristics.
Focusing in on the subcategories which demonstrated significant
alpha relative to the factors identified over the study period, we
analyze how these various strategies might be incorporated at the
whole portfolio level and their potential impact on the nature of
portfolio risk. For example, we may identify a “risk-off ” (or lowerrisk) alternatives bucket with a two-thirds allocation to lower-risk
hedge funds (macro and relative value) and a third allocation
to core real estate. Conversely, a “risk-on” (or higher-risk)
alternatives bucket might be allocated with a third in event-driven
hedge funds (with stronger ties to equity and credit factors), a
third in opportunistic real estate, and a third in leveraged buyout
private equity. Finally, we might consider a “broad” alternatives
bucket that equally weights the three broad alternative categories
(real estate, hedge funds, and private equity) and includes the
outperforming alternatives within each of these broad alternative
categories (Exhibit 9).
What effect might these differing approaches have on an
investor’s overall portfolio? We illustrate by considering a range
of hypothetical portfolios over the study period (January 2000
to March 2015). Hypothetical portfolios are allocated to fixed
income (proxied by the US aggregate bond index) and equity
(proxied by S&P 500) and are compared with similar portfolios
that have an allocation of 20% to alternatives (risk-off, risk-on,
or broad). In the following examples, we can think of the 20%
in alternatives as replacing equity, so one might compare “50%
fixed/50% equity” with “50% fixed/30% equity/20% alternatives.”
This replacement could just as easily be viewed from the reverse
perspective or as an equal subtraction from fixed and equity, but
the current view might be particularly useful to those employing
alternatives as a diversifier to equities.
First, we note that the introduction of selected alternatives
strategies reduces realized volatility and dampens the maximum
realized drawdown, relative to a straight fixed income/equity
approach (which naturally decreases in risk with greater
allocations to fixed income)—compare the 50% fixed income

portfolio with no alternatives to one with 20% in one of the
selected alternatives buckets (Exhibit 10). Not surprisingly, the
“risk-off ” bucket is marginally more effective than “risk-on” or
“broad” toward this end.
Next, we illustrate which asset categories dominate the portfoliolevel volatility along the allocation spectrum (Exhibit 11). Fixed
income’s contribution to portfolio-level risk diminishes steeply
with decreasing allocations to the asset class, such that even with
a 60% allocation to fixed income, its contribution to risk becomes
negligible. Of course, these results would vary considerably
depending on the type of fixed income employed; longer duration
investments would contribute more risk, which is often desired by
specific kinds of investors to offset liability duration.

Equity’s contribution to portfolio-level risk increases sharply as
it is included in greater levels, to the point where it dominates
the risk budget even as a minority holding in the portfolio.
Interestingly, the alternatives considered (which might include
hedge funds, real estate, and/or private equity), modeled as a
static allocation of 20%, demonstrate a peak contribution to risk
at around 70% fixed income (70% fixed/20% alternatives/10%
equity). However, as the allocation to equity increases (with lower
fixed income allocation), the impact on overall risk from equity
allocation overtakes that from alternatives allocation.
How can we use our understanding of the factor sensitivities
present in these various assets to describe the nature of portfoliolevel risk observed? We know, for example, that private equity will
14
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have a strong relationship to the equity market factor and that
there are varying equity and credit sensitivities in hedge funds.
These sensitivities naturally contribute to the individual assetlevel volatility and cross-asset correlations that lead to portfolio
risk.
We can make several observations by taking a closer look at the
50% fixed income portfolios as an example. First, while there
was a statistically significant factor weighting to mortgages in the
“no alternatives” (50% fixed/50% equity) portfolio, that factor
falls away in the portfolios diversified with alternatives (Exhibit
12). The equity factor naturally falls nearly in proportion to its
diminished weight, from 0.50 to 0.32, when comparing the “no
alternatives” portfolio to the 20% “risk-off ” alternatives version
(50% fixed/30% equity/20% risk-off) (Exhibit 13). Both “risk-on”
and “broad” versions, incorporating some private equity, push the
15
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equity factor back up. However, focusing on “risk-off ” alternatives
pushes the credit factor noticeably higher (from 0.12 to 0.18).
This shift might be desirable for those investors that might, for
example, be overweight Treasuries relative to credit instruments
and wish to supplement their credit exposure. But for others,
taken together with the dominance of equity risk, the additional
credit weighting might be an unintended result. Investors should
carefully consider the nature of the exposures that they are taking
on, particularly within the context of their own objectives.
Additional Considerations
As investors continue to evaluate their alternatives manager
program, they should consider a range of factors including
dispersion, persistence, fees, transparency, and liquidity. We
particularly focus on outsized dispersion in manager performance

where outcomes may vary significantly even within a subcategory
and fee structures where alternative fee structures might evolve to
better align investor and manager interests.

deal basis or at the aggregate fund level, and whether costs are
being adequately shared between the primary fund and associated
side-cars or co-investment vehicles.

Dispersion

Conclusion

The range of outcomes for alternatives greatly varies in
comparison with traditional assets. While it is widely known
that private equity returns are significantly manager specific, we
find that hedge fund category outcomes are quite disperse as well
(Exhibit 14).11,12 Therefore, manager selection is essential when it
comes to including alternatives in a portfolio. If an institution has
access to a manager research program that is able to consistently
select managers in the top 25% or even 40% of the peer group,
then the appropriate alternatives strategies identified in the
previous section are likely to add even more value to a portfolio.

Alternatives are far from homogenous, and allocation decisions
need to be made at a more granular level. By applying a factor
model to the alternative subcategory level, we find that many
alternatives are exposed to a variety of market betas. While
some of these exposures may have a place within total portfolio
construction, others might be more efficiently accessed, at more
reasonable fees, elsewhere.

Fees
The fees associated with many alternative investments have come
under significant pressure, with a strong post-financial crisis
focus on compensating alternatives managers for generating
true alpha versus simply delivering market returns (beta). Many
studies today challenge the “two percent-plus-performance”
structure as excessive, and a number of US pension plans have
publicly declared that they plan to rethink their fee structure for
alternative assets.13, 14, 15
Alternative manager fees should compensate managers for skill,
not for leveraging standard market returns. This will require
investors to ensure a well-aligned and carefully designed incentive
structure that might include consideration of tiered annual
management fees, appropriate hurdle rates, high watermark
provisions, potential clawback provisions in the event of large
performance reversals or drawdowns, and a reasonableness test
for pass-through expenses. In the case of private equity funds,
investors will likely also include a discussion on the appropriate
fee rates for committed versus invested capital, on whether the
hurdle thresholds for carried interest are calculated on a deal-by-

Based on our analysis, there are certain strategies that appear to
have delivered significant alpha as well as attractive diversification
characteristics—real estate strategies as well as macro and relative
value hedge funds fared particularly well on this score. But others,
such as fund of funds and equity hedge strategies, demonstrated a
high level of explainability, relatively stable factor weightings, and
lower alpha, and as such might not, on average, contribute much
to one’s overall portfolio.
Our analysis was conducted with a select set of market factors,
over a specific time period, and at a certain level of granularity.
We would encourage investors to consider the factors most
relevant to their own manager universe, as well as to their overall
investment strategy, when determining the diagnostic approach
that would be most helpful to them. The characteristics associated
with specific strategies might prove to be either desirable or
inadvisable to a given investor, depending on their overall
investment profile and objectives. With this knowledge in hand,
investors can properly address the role of alternatives in the
context of their total portfolio.
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Appendix:
Factor Descriptions
PTFS Lookback Straddles: The bond trend, currency trend, and
commodity trend series were developed by Fung and Hsieh using
portfolio of straddles rolled every three months in order to proxy
lookback straddles which are not exchange traded.17 This concept
of lookback option was developed to provide a payout profile
equal to the difference between the maximum and minimum
price achieved by the underlying asset from inception to
expiration. Trend followers should deliver returns resembling the
portfolio of bills and lookback straddles as described in Fung, W.
and D. Hsieh, 2001, “The Risk in Hedge Fund Strategies: Theory
and Evidence From Trend Followers.”
The Primitive trend-following strategy (PTFS) “has the same
payout as a structured option known as the “lookback straddle.”
The owner of a lookback call option has the right to buy the
underlying asset at the lowest price over the life of the option.
Similarly, a lookback put option allows the owner to sell at
the highest price. The combination of these two options is the
lookback straddle, which delivers the ex post maximum payout of
any trend-following strategy. Within this context, trend followers
should deliver returns resembling those of a portfolio of bills
and lookback straddles.”18 These lookback straddles “can be
replicated by dynamically rolling standard straddles over the life
of the option.”19 As lookback straddles are not exchange-traded
contracts, the price was replicated by rolling a pair of standard
straddles. The PTFS used in the analysis are a long position based
on three-month straddles.
Bond Trend: Return of PTFS Bond Lookback Straddle. This PTFS
portfolio is an equally weighted portfolio of the US 30 yr, the UK
Gilt, the German Bund, the French 10 yr, and the Australian 10 yr.
Currency Trend: Return of PTFS Currency Lookback Straddle.
This PTFS portfolio is an equally weighted portfolio of the British
Pound, the Deutsche Mark, the Japanese Yen, and the Swiss Franc.
Commodity Trend: Return of PTFS Commodity Lookback
Straddle. This PTFS portfolio is an equally weighted portfolio of
Corn, Wheat, Soybean, Crude Oil, Gold, and Silver.
Equity Market Factor: S&P 500 monthly excess return.
Size Spread Factor: Russell 2000 monthly excess return less beta
adjusted S&P 500 monthly excess returns.
Bond Market Factor: (Barclays US Aggregate Government) less
(Treasury monthly excess return).
Credit Spread Factor: (Barclays US Aggregate Credit - Corporate
monthly excess return) less (beta adjusted Barclays US Aggregate
Government - Treasury monthly excess return).
Emerging Market Factor: MSCI Emerging Market monthly excess
return less beta adjusted S&P 500 monthly excess return.
REITs Factor: Dow Jones US Select Real Estate Securities monthly
excess return less beta adjusted S&P 500 monthly excess return.
Mortgage Factor: (Barclays US Aggregate Securitized - MBS
monthly excess returns) less (beta adjusted combination of
Barclays US Aggregate Government - Treasury and Corporate
spread returns).
17
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